The acceptability of an Internet-based exposure treatment for flying phobia with and without therapist guidance: patients’ expectations, satisfaction, treatment preferences, and usability
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Purpose: Internet-based treatments have been tested for several psychological disorders. However, few studies have directly assessed the acceptability of these self-applied interventions in terms of expectations, satisfaction, treatment preferences, and usability. Moreover, no studies provide this type of data on Internet-based treatment for flying phobia (FP), with or without therapist guidance. The aim of this study was to analyze the acceptability of an Internet-based treatment for FP (NO-FEAR Airlines) that includes exposure scenarios composed of images and real sounds. A secondary aim was to compare patients’ acceptance of two ways of delivering this treatment (with or without therapist guidance).

Patients and methods: The sample included 46 participants from a randomized controlled trial who had received the self-applied intervention with (n = 23) or without (n = 23) therapist guidance. All participants completed an assessment protocol conducted online and by telephone at both pre- and posttreatment.

Results: Results showed good expectations, satisfaction, opinion, and usability, regardless of the presence of therapist guidance, including low aversiveness levels from before to after the intervention. However, participants generally preferred the therapist-supported condition.

Conclusion: NO-FEAR Airlines is a well-accepted Internet-based treatment that can help enhance the application of the exposure technique, improving patient acceptance and access to FP treatment.
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Introduction

Internet- and computer-based treatments have been tested and can be considered evidence-based treatments for several psychological disorders.¹⁻⁴ Specifically, for anxiety disorders (including panic, specific phobias, social anxiety disorder, and generalized anxiety disorder), Internet-based treatments have shown large effect sizes as compared to control groups (waiting list or placebo treatment) and equal or greater effects when compared to face-to-face treatment.⁵⁻⁸

Authors have pointed out that the use of the Internet to deliver psychological treatment can help address common mental health treatment barriers – specifically, in terms of access and geographical reach, versatility, safety, acceptability, and convenience.⁹⁻¹¹ Focusing on the specific phobias, Internet-based treatments can help overcome the limitations of in vivo exposure, such as low acceptance by patients and
therapists and the difficulties in accessing treatment outlined in several studies.12–14

The implementation of Internet-based interventions is promising, but some challenges remain.15,16 One important issue in research related to self-applied programs is acceptability. Although clinical effectiveness is important, the acceptability of Internet-based treatments is an additional criterion that is likely to affect their implementation.17 Acceptability refers to the degree to which patients (or other users) are satisfied or at ease with a service and willing to use it.7,18 A treatment is acceptable when it is perceived as fair and reasonable, appropriate, and non-intrusive in addressing a problem.17,19 Following the recommendations of the United Kingdom technology appraisal of computerized treatments, evaluation of treatment acceptability must also be a priority.15 In fact, taking an intervention’s acceptability into account can improve adherence20 and outcomes.21 Some variables related to treatment acceptability are expectations, satisfaction, treatment preferences, and usability.22–24 The literature suggests that “expectations” may be crucial to the psychotherapy process and its outcomes,25 and positive expectations have been associated with better outcomes.26,27 Moreover, “satisfaction” is another important variable because it provides information about the feasibility of the intervention, helping to optimize its effectiveness.26,28 Treatment “preferences” – the systems or interventions that are preferred by patients – are considered a way to enhance clinical utility, thereby increasing treatment adherence and outcomes.29–32

In spite of the importance of treatment acceptability, few studies have focused on its assessment in terms of Internet-based interventions.22–24,33,34 and most of them provide only indirect data.35,36 The most commonly used rating to measure acceptability is program adherence.26,37 Although this information about the completion rate is quite important, it is necessary to evaluate acceptability more directly, as Kaltenthaler et al11 concluded in their systematic review. With regard to “usability” testing, it has been described as a method for evaluating user performance and acceptance of a product during its development process.38 Results from usability studies can help us to enhance the technology developed. However, few studies have assessed usability or ease-of-use issues in Internet- and computer-based interventions.23,39–42 As Currie et al43 claimed research that tests user perceptions of usability in computerized mental health self-help programs is still in its infancy, in spite of their advances and advantages.

Studies on Internet-based treatments for specific phobias are scarce. The literature we reviewed reveal two small trials – one on spider phobia49 and another on snake phobia44 – but the authors did not assess treatment acceptance. In a series of cases, Botella et al45 provided preliminary data on the acceptability of a self-applied telespsychology program using an intranet to treat small-animal phobia (spiders, cockroaches, and mice). In addition, Kok et al46 pointed out that an Internet-based exposure intervention with weekly support was well accepted in outpatients awaiting face-to-face psychotherapy for several phobias (including specific phobia), although a high dropout rate was observed (only 13.3% finished the intervention). Furthermore, some interesting studies have been conducted in the area of online image-based exposure for spider fear, providing evidence in support of their efficacy.47 For example, Matthews et al48 found that alternating fear-relevant and -irrelevant exposure (continuous vs intermittent exposure) was feasible in online exposure and may lead to habituation with less summed anxiety that has implications for tolerability and acceptability. However, acceptability was not directly assessed throughout those studies. Recently, Schröder et al49 conducted a randomized controlled trial (RCT) of a transdiagnostic Internet intervention for individuals with panic and phobias, and they evaluated satisfaction with the program. Participants reported a moderate level of satisfaction. Furthermore, the authors pointed out that attitudes toward psychological online interventions moderated the effects of the program, as there was a substantial increase in benefits among patients with more positive attitudes.

With regard to flying phobia (FP), some computer-assisted treatments have shown patient acceptance, but the Internet was not used to deliver them.30,50 Tortella-Feliu et al50 carried out a randomized trial comparing three computer-aided exposure treatments for FP: virtual reality exposure treatment assisted by a therapist; computer-aided exposure with a therapist present throughout the exposure sessions; and self-administered computer-aided exposure. All three of the interventions were well accepted without compromising their efficacy. Based on data from Tortella-Feliu et al,50 Bretón-López et al50 pointed out that participants’ preferences for the three interventions differed in terms of subjective effectiveness, recommendation to others, and aversiveness. According to the authors, “facing the flight situation in a more realistic way makes the participants judge the treatment as more aversive.”50 In this regard, decreasing a treatment’s aversiveness is a key feature and an ethical commitment in efforts to improve the application of the exposure technique.12–14 Thus, research on patients’ acceptance of computer-assisted exposure using significant stimuli is especially relevant.
Particularly in the case of FP, the application of exposure through interactive computer programs and Internet-based delivery is specifically recommended because it can produce lower aversion levels and reach more people in need.

Another relevant research issue that might be related to the acceptability of Internet-based treatments is the degree of support or guidance provided during the intervention process.\textsuperscript{51,52} Recently, a growing body of research has been conducted to determine the role of human support in these interventions, and the literature shows the importance of providing this support.\textsuperscript{53} Meta-analyses have shown that Internet- and computer-based treatments that offer some level of professional support or guidance produce larger effect sizes and lower dropout rates than self-help programs without any support.\textsuperscript{53,54} Patients generally reported greater satisfaction with therapist-supported Internet-based interventions; however, as explained earlier, patient satisfaction was not formally assessed.\textsuperscript{6} Other recent studies have found no significant differences in adherence between conditions with and without human support.\textsuperscript{55,56} Therefore, it is interesting to continue to investigate whether there are differences in acceptability, depending on the support provided.

To our knowledge, no studies have directly assessed these variables to determine the user acceptability of an Internet-based program for FP that includes exposure scenarios composed of images and real sounds. The aim of the present study is to examine the acceptability of NO-FEAR Airlines in terms of expectations, satisfaction, treatment preferences, and usability. A secondary aim is to explore patient acceptance of two ways of delivering the program – with and without therapist guidance.

**Patients and methods**

**Research design**

This study employed a randomized control design where the participants were randomly allocated to three groups:\textsuperscript{57} 1) Internet-based exposure treatment for FP without therapist guidance (NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied); 2) Internet-based exposure treatment for FP with therapist guidance (brief, weekly call; NO-FEAR Airlines with therapist guidance); and 3) a waiting-list control. In the present study, data from participants allocated to the two treatment conditions were analyzed. The RCT was registered under ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT02298478), approved by the Ethics Committee of Universitat Jaume I (Castellón, Spain, December 20, 2014), and conducted in compliance with the study protocol, the Declaration of Helsinki, the CONSORT statements (http://www.consort-statement.org), CONSORT-EHEALTH guidelines,\textsuperscript{58} and good clinical practice guidelines.

**Participants**

The final sample included in this study comprised 46 participants (NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied, n = 23; NO-FEAR Airlines with therapist guidance, n = 23). Of the total sample, 32 participants were women and 14 were men. The mean age was 37.59 years (SD = 11.13), ranging from 20 to 65 years. Most of the participants had completed a university degree (80.4%) or secondary studies (19.6%). With regard to marital status, 50% were married, 45.7% single, and 4.3% separated or divorced. Most of the sample were employed (58.7%), 17.4% were students, 17.4% were unemployed, and 6.5% were retired. Participants came from Spain (89%), Colombia (4.3%), the USA (2.2%), Cuba (2.2%), and Italy (2.2%). With regard to pharmacological treatment, 93.5% of the participants were not taking any regular medication, and 6.5% of the sample were receiving anxiolytics for anxiety-related symptoms.

**Recruitment and procedure**

Recruitment was carried out online using both professional websites (ie, LinkedIn) and non-professional social networks (ie, Facebook and twitter), as well as advertisements in newspapers and posters placed in local universities. People who were interested could request participation through the research website (www.fobiavolar.es) and by signing the informed consent form. All participants were contacted by telephone to screen them for the inclusion and exclusion criteria and to explain the research terms. Participants who met the study criteria received a diagnostic telephonic interview, and were randomly assigned to one of the three experimental groups using a computer randomization program (Epidat 4.0) run by an independent researcher who was blinded to the characteristics of the study. Before starting the treatment, participants allocated to the two treatment conditions (completely self-applied or self-applied with therapist guidance) received a brief explanation of the rationale for the treatment, how to use the program, and information of each experimental condition (including details about how both conditions – with and without therapist guidance – work), but information about which condition they would receive was not provided at this stage. Thereafter, participants reported their preferences without knowing the treatment to which they had been assigned. Next, researchers told patients the condition to which they had been randomly allocated, and they assessed their expectations about...
the treatment. Posttreatment, participants reported their satisfaction, their preferences, and the usability of the program. A detailed description of the recruitment process and procedure is provided in the study protocol.57

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

The inclusion criteria were: adults who were 18 years of age or older and met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual for Mental Health Disorders-Fifth edition (DSM-5)59 criteria for specific, situational phobia (FP); sufficient knowledge to understand and read Spanish; the ability to use a computer; and access to the Internet. Exclusion criteria were: receiving psychological treatment for FP; diagnosis of a severe mental disorder (abuse or dependence on alcohol or other substances, psychotic disorder, dementia, or bipolar disorder); presence of depressive symptomatology, suicidal ideation or plan; presence of heart disease; pregnancy (from the fourth month). Participants with comorbid and related disorders (ie, panic disorder, agoraphobia, claustrophobia, or acrophobia) were included when FP was the primary diagnosis. Receiving pharmacological treatment was not an exclusion criterion during the study period, but any increase and/or change in the medication implied the participant’s exclusion from the study. A decrease in pharmacological treatment was accepted.

Measures

Diagnostic interview

Anxiety Disorders Interview Schedule for DSM-IV-TR (ADIS-IV) is a semi-structured interview used to determine the diagnostic status and quantify different features related to the phobia (on a scale from 0 to 8). The section on specific phobias was used in this study. This interview has been validated in Spanish and shows adequate psychometric properties.60-62

Treatment Preferences Questionnaire

The Treatment Preferences Questionnaire was specifically developed for this research.57 This instrument is composed of five questions designed to measure participant preferences for the two treatment conditions included in the study (with and without therapist support): 1) “Preference” (“If you could have chosen between the two treatments, which one would you have chosen?”); 2) “Subjective effectiveness” (“Which of these two treatments do you think would have been the most effective in helping you to overcome your problem?”); 3) “Logic” (Which of these two treatments do you think would have been the most logical to help you overcome your problem); 4) “Subjective aversion” (“Which of these two treatments do you think would have been the most aversive?”); and 5) “Recommendation” (“Which of these two treatments would you recommend to a friend with the same problem you have?”). Questions have two response options based on the two treatment conditions.

Treatment expectations and satisfaction scales

These questionnaires were adapted from Borkovec and Nau63 to measure participant expectations before treatment and their later satisfaction with it. Each scale includes six items rated from 0 (“not at all”) to 10 (“very much”). The questions addressed how logical the treatment seemed, to what extent the patient expected to be satisfied with it, whether the patient would recommend the treatment to others, whether it would be useful in treating other problems, the treatment’s usefulness for the patient’s problem, and to what extent it could be aversive. This adaptation has been used in several studies.22–24,50,64

Qualitative Interview

A Qualitative Interview was also specifically developed to assess participant opinions about the NO-FEAR Airlines program and the support received. This interview included 10 questions: nine of them regarding usefulness of exposure scenarios, fixed pictures, sounds, psychoeducation, over-learning, and the opinion about receiving support or not rated on a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = very little; 2 = little; 3 = something; 4 = a lot; and 5 = very much) and one dichotomous question (“yes” or “no”) regarding whether they would like having at their disposal the program for more time after the treatment has finished. Additionally, options to extend the participants’ qualitative responses were available.

Usability and Acceptability Questionnaire

This instrument was adapted from the System Usability Scale (SUS) in order to assess the usability of a service or product and the acceptance of technology by the people who use it.65,66 The SUS has been shown to be a valuable and robust tool for assessing the quality of a wide range of user interfaces, as it is easy to use and understand.23,65 This scale includes 10 statements rated on a five-point scale measuring agreement with the statement (0 = strongly disagree; 4 = strongly agree). The final score is obtained by adding the scores on each item and multiplying the result by 2.5. Scores range from 0 to 100, where higher scores indicate better usability, according to Bangor et al.65,67 (Figure 1). Figure 1 shows the mapping of the SUS adjective ratings scale (from “Worst imaginable” to “Best imaginable”) corresponding to acceptability ranges (from “Not acceptable” to “Acceptable”), and quartiles range (from the first to fourth quartile). We replaced the
word “system” with “NO-FEAR Airlines,” and we adapted some items to assess: learnability, capacity to use, orientation, effectiveness, ecological model, ease of instructions, visibility, intention to use, utility, and ease of use. The Usability and Acceptability Questionnaire is currently being validated by our research group, and a short form consisting of seven items was used in a previous study, showing a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.94.40

**Treatment program**

NO-FEAR Airlines is an Internet-based exposure treatment for FP. This program was designed to be completely self-applied over the Internet, and it allows people who are afraid of flying to be exposed to images and sounds related to their phobic fears on a standard personal computer. From a clinical point of view, NO-FEAR Airlines is based on a previous program – Computer Assisted Fear of Flight Treatment (CAFFT).50,68 NO-FEAR Airlines was designed with linear navigation (Figure 2) – that is, the patient can only continue on to the next section. This design helps to optimize the treatment structure (assessment, psychoeducation, exposure, and overlearning). The graphical user interface includes visual flying metaphors in order to improve immersion and the sense of presence in the exposure scenarios.

The program includes both an “assessment protocol” and a “treatment protocol”. The “treatment protocol” has three therapeutic components: psychoeducation, exposure, and overlearning. “Psychoeducation” consists of information about what the program will contain, as well as specific information related to FP using text, vignettes, and illustrations, in order to make the therapeutic content more attractive to the patient. The “Exposure” component is provided through six scenarios composed of significant stimuli such as images and real sounds related to the flight process: 1) flight preparation; 2) airport; 3) boarding and taking off; 4) the central part of the flight; 5) the airplane’s descent, approach to the runway, and landing; and 6) sequences with images and auditory stimuli related to plane crashes. Exposure presents the different scenarios, depending on the patient’s anxiety level recorded in the assessment (based on the FFQ-II questionnaire scores).69 Therefore, the system reacts in real time to the exposure needs of each patient, organizing the scenes from low to high anxiety. “Overlearning” is offered as additional exposure (to each scenario). Patients can choose the scenarios they want to face based on their needs, with a higher degree of difficulty when storm conditions and turbulence are simulated. The length of the treatment depends on each patient’s pace. Patients were advised to carry out approximately two exposure scenarios per week, taking a few days off between sessions, although each participant was free to advance at his/her own pace within a maximum period of 6 weeks. A detailed description of NO-FEAR Airlines can be found in the published literature.57,70

The program described earlier was delivered in two formats: 1) NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied – participants self-administered the Internet-based treatment, and only automatic support was provided by the program; technical assistance (ie, web-accessibility problems or forgotten password) was provided if necessary. 2) NO-FEAR Airlines with therapist guidance – in this case, participants self-applied the treatment over the Internet and received minimal therapist support consisting of a brief weekly phone
Figure 2 Navigation structure of the system.
call (maximum 5 min) to assess and guide the participant’s progress by providing feedback and reinforcement until she/he had finished the treatment. In addition, the therapist checked for any problems and reminded the participant about the recommended treatment pace. Guidance content was standardized, although it could be tailored to patients’ needs. However, support calls had no additional clinical content. Telephonic support was provided by trained and experienced psychologists.

Statistics and data analysis
Sociodemographic and participant data were examined by applying chi-square ($\chi^2$) tests for categorical variables and Student’s $t$-tests for continuous data. Group differences were studied using $\chi^2$ tests for participant preference patterns and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) for expectations, satisfaction, usability, and the quantitative statements from the opinion interview. Separate MANOVAs were applied for each of the outcome measures mentioned, where all items were entered into the MANOVA as dependent variables and with the experimental group as a fixed factor (independent variable). In addition, a MANOVA was conducted to analyze whether significant changes were yielded between expectations (at pre-) and satisfaction (at post-intervention). The main effect of time as well as the interaction effect (time by group) were included in the statistical analysis. For the opinion interview, the proportion of participants who rated a score of 4 or 5 for questions on usefulness of exposure scenarios, fixed pictures, sounds, psychoeducation, and overlearning were calculated, and the differences between groups were compared using the $\chi^2$ test. Comparisons between the usefulness of the components of exposure scenarios reported by participants were assessed using paired sample $t$-tests. With regard to the Usability and Acceptability Questionnaire, the proportion of agreement with the statements (participants who rated a score of 3 or 4) was also calculated and $\chi^2$ tests to compare differences in proportions between groups were used. Finally, the SUS adjective ratings scale (from “Worst imaginable” to “Best imaginable”) was used to provide a qualitative comparison of usability scores (Figure 1).65-67 All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 23.

Results
Sociodemographic and participant data
Sociodemographic and participant data are presented in Table 1. No statistical differences were found between conditions (NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied vs NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist guidance) with regard to demographic data and medication-intake patterns.

Attrition and adherence
Forty-six participants started the program and completed the pretreatment assessment. From the total sample, 13 participants (28.26%) withdrew from the program: six in the NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied condition (13.04%) and seven in the NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist support condition (15.22%). No significant differences in attrition rates were found between the treatment conditions. Dropout reasons were reported as follows: own illness ($N=1$), partner illness ($N=1$), exposure scenarios did not evoke anxiety ($N=1$), lack of time ($N=1$), and unable to contact them ($N=9$). At the posttreatment assessment, the data on treatment acceptance were obtained from 33 participants (NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied, $n=17$; NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist guidance, $n=16$).

Preferences
Results of $\chi^2$ tests revealed significant differences between treatment conditions on all preference measures, except “aversiveness” at baseline and posttreatment. Before treatment, most participants (71.7%) preferred the self-applied conditions (NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied vs...
condition with therapist guidance ($\chi^2 = 8.70; p < 0.01$), 87% considered it more effective than the completely self-applied condition ($\chi^2 = 25.13; p < 0.001$), 82.6% of participants reported the therapist-supported condition as being more logical ($\chi^2 = 19.57; p < 0.001$), and 82.6% of participants would recommend it to a friend who had the same problem ($\chi^2 = 19.57; p < 0.001$). In addition, the completely self-applied condition was considered more aversive by 60.9% of participants, although statistically significant differences were not found.

Posttreatment, 72.7% of participants continued to prefer the self-applied treatment with therapist guidance ($\chi^2 = 6.82; p < 0.01$), 84.8% considered it more effective ($\chi^2 = 16.03; p < 0.001$), 90.9% assessed this condition as more logical ($\chi^2 = 22.09; p < 0.001$), and 87.9% would recommend it to a friend who had the same problem ($\chi^2 = 18.95; p < 0.001$). With regard to aversiveness, 54.5% of participants chose the completely self-applied program as the most aversive condition ($\chi^2 = 0.273; p = 0.602$), but no significant differences were reported between groups.

**Expectations and satisfaction**

As Table 2 shows, results from analyzing participant expectations and satisfaction with the Internet-based program revealed high scores on all expectations and satisfaction measures, except “aversiveness” – which obtained low scores. MANOVA analysis did not reveal significant differences between the two ways of delivering the treatment on any of the expectations and satisfaction measures. In addition, results showed a statistically significant reduction between scores at pre- (that refer to expectations) and post-intervention (satisfaction scale; $F[6, 26] = 2.875; p < 0.05$), specifically for the items that referred to “satisfaction with the intervention” ($F[1, 31] = 2.796; p < 0.05$) and “usefulness for treating their problem” ($F[1, 31] = 5.908; p < 0.05$). Nevertheless, no significant interaction effect was found.

**Opinion interview**

Results from the opinion interview revealed that the “exposure scenarios” were assessed as useful (mean 3.48, SD 0.91). All program components were valued as helpful, and no statistical differences were found between treatment conditions. Specifically, the proportion of participants who rated scores of 4 or 5 (on a scale ranging from 1 “very little” to 5 “very much”) for the question that referred to the usefulness was 69.57% for exposure scenarios, 50% for fixed pictures, 89.13% for sounds, 65.21% for psychoeducation component, and 73.9% for overlearning. No statistically significant differences were found for proportions of participants reporting values of 4 or 5 between both experimental groups.

With regard to the comparison between components of exposure scenarios, the “sounds” of each scenario were considered significantly more useful than the fixed images ($p < 0.001$), psychoeducation ($p < 0.01$), and overlearning component ($p < 0.001$; Table 3). Moreover, fixed images were

### Table 2 Expectations and satisfaction scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements and groups</th>
<th>Expectations Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Satisfaction Mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Logical</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>8.17 (1.23)</td>
<td>8.12 (1.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA + TG</td>
<td>8.48 (1.41)</td>
<td>7.75 (1.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>8.33 (1.32)</td>
<td>7.94 (1.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Satisfaction with the Internet-based program</td>
<td>8.40 (1.75)</td>
<td>7.35 (1.97)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>8.87 (1.46)</td>
<td>7.06 (1.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>8.63 (1.61)</td>
<td>7.21 (1.95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Recommend to others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>8.74 (1.36)</td>
<td>8.18 (1.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA + TG</td>
<td>8.74 (1.42)</td>
<td>8.31 (2.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>8.74 (1.37)</td>
<td>8.24 (2.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Usefulness for treating other psychological problems</td>
<td>7.00 (1.98)</td>
<td>6.82 (2.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>7.70 (2.14)</td>
<td>6.56 (2.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>7.34 (2.07)</td>
<td>6.69 (2.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Usefulness for treating their problem</td>
<td>7.74 (1.71)</td>
<td>7.24 (2.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>8.26 (2.00)</td>
<td>6.75 (3.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>8.00 (1.86)</td>
<td>7.00 (2.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Aversiveness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA</td>
<td>2.61 (3.26)</td>
<td>2.35 (2.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFA + TG</td>
<td>2.35 (2.98)</td>
<td>1.75 (2.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>2.48 (3.10)</td>
<td>2.06 (2.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** There are no significant between-group differences.

**Abbreviations:** NFA, NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied; NFA + TG, NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist guidance.

### Table 3 Opinion interview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied</th>
<th>NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist guidance</th>
<th>Total sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Exposure scenarios useful</td>
<td>3.53 (0.72)</td>
<td>3.44 (1.09)</td>
<td>3.48 (0.91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Fixed pictures’ usefulness</td>
<td>2.82 (1.07)</td>
<td>3.25 (1.13)</td>
<td>3.03 (1.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Sounds’ usefulness</td>
<td>4.53 (0.62)</td>
<td>4.18 (0.98)</td>
<td>4.36 (0.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Psychoeducation component’s usefulness</td>
<td>3.76 (1.15)</td>
<td>3.56 (1.15)</td>
<td>3.67 (1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Overlearning usefulness</td>
<td>3.47 (1.28)</td>
<td>3.88 (1.09)</td>
<td>3.67 (1.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Would you like to have access to the program to use it in the future? Yes</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>72.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Mean (SD) are presented. There are no significant between-group differences.
considered significantly less useful than psychoeducation ($p < 0.05$) and overlearning components ($p < 0.05$). Qualitative opinions of some participants pointed out that they would prefer navigable images such as 360° view images or short videos with movement images. In addition, 72.7% of participants would like to have access to the program after completing the treatment for the first time, in order to use it in the future and go over it between flights.

Finally, with regard to the opinion about receiving support or not, participants who received the “weekly therapist guidance” pointed out that they liked it (mean 4.56, SD 0.81) and considered it “useful” (mean 4.25, SD 1.06), expressing a positive opinion ranging from “a lot” and “to very much”. Participants allocated to the completely self-applied condition said they would have liked to receive therapist support and rated it as helpful between “something” and “very much” (mean 3.35, SD 1.45; mean 3.11, SD 1.36, respectively).

**Usability and Acceptability**

Usability and Acceptability scores are shown in Table 4. According to Bangor et al, their results revealed that NO-FEAR Airlines showed high acceptability levels among participants, and it was classified as “excellent” on the Usability Adjective Rating Scale (Figure 1). The MANOVA analysis did not reveal statistical differences between groups ($F(10, 22) = 0.986; p = 0.483$). The proportion of participants from the total sample who gave a rating of 3 or 4 (on a scale ranging from 0 “strongly disagree” to 4 “strongly agree”) is displayed in Table 4. Overall, values ranged from 73.91% to 100%. Moreover, $x^2$ tests did not reveal statistically significant differences on proportion of agreement (on who rated 3 or 4) between both of the experimental groups.

**Table 4 Usability and Acceptability Questionnaire**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>NO-FEAR Airlines completely self-applied</th>
<th>NO-FEAR Airlines self-applied with therapist guidance</th>
<th>Total sample</th>
<th>% (3 or 4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. People could learn to use NO-FEAR Airlines quickly</td>
<td>3.71 (0.47)</td>
<td>3.63 (0.81)</td>
<td>3.67 (0.65)</td>
<td>97.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I felt confident using NO-FEAR Airlines</td>
<td>3.82 (0.39)</td>
<td>3.75 (0.44)</td>
<td>3.79 (0.42)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Generally, I knew what I had to do at all times</td>
<td>3.59 (0.62)</td>
<td>3.87 (0.34)</td>
<td>3.73 (0.52)</td>
<td>97.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Once I had learned how to use NO-FEAR Airlines, I could do the tasks quickly</td>
<td>3.71 (0.99)</td>
<td>3.25 (1.48)</td>
<td>3.49 (1.25)</td>
<td>91.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. NO-FEAR Airlines could be used anywhere and in any context</td>
<td>2.88 (1.17)</td>
<td>2.56 (1.50)</td>
<td>2.72 (1.33)</td>
<td>73.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. NO-FEAR Airlines’ instructions are easy to follow</td>
<td>3.53 (1.01)</td>
<td>3.81 (0.40)</td>
<td>3.67 (0.77)</td>
<td>97.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Font size and row button size are sufficient for me</td>
<td>3.71 (0.99)</td>
<td>3.81 (0.40)</td>
<td>3.76 (0.75)</td>
<td>97.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. I would like to use this system frequently</td>
<td>3.10 (1.03)</td>
<td>2.88 (1.15)</td>
<td>2.97 (1.09)</td>
<td>78.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Overall, I think NO-FEAR Airlines is quite useful to me</td>
<td>2.88 (0.93)</td>
<td>3.00 (1.26)</td>
<td>2.94 (1.09)</td>
<td>82.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Overall, I think NO-FEAR Airlines is easy to use</td>
<td>3.88 (0.33)</td>
<td>3.81 (0.40)</td>
<td>3.85 (0.36)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall score</td>
<td>86.91 (10.73)</td>
<td>85.94 (11.21)</td>
<td>86.44 (10.81)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Mean (SD) are presented; (3 or 4) = proportion of participants from the total sample who rated a score of 3 or 4 on each statement. There are no significant between-group differences.

**Discussion**

The present study aimed to analyze the acceptability of an Internet-based treatment for FP (NO-FEAR Airlines) that includes exposure scenarios composed of images and real sounds. A secondary aim was to compare patient acceptance of two methods of delivering this self-applied treatment (completely self-applied or self-applied with therapist guidance). On the one hand, results for “adherence” showed that most of the participants completed the online intervention (71.24%). Thus, the dropout rate was in line with other studies that used the Internet to deliver psychological treatment (~30%). Nevertheless, this result contrasts with Kok et al, who found a high attrition rate in treatments for phobic outpatients. On the other hand, no differences in adherence were found in the present study when considering therapist guidance. Data on the impact of support on adherence to Internet-based interventions is inconsistent and varies across studies.

With regard to treatment “preferences” assessed at pre- and post-intervention stages, results indicated that participants generally preferred the self-applied condition with therapist guidance. They considered this treatment condition to be more effective and more logical, and they would recommend it more than the completely self-applied condition, although no differences were found when aversiveness was considered. These results suggest that therapist guidance was not relevant in deciding which condition they would prefer in terms of aversiveness, but it clearly affected patient preferences overall. These findings are congruent with studies that recommend the need to offer support, guidance, and reinforcement to the participant during exposure in self-applied treatments, and this support has been related to patient preferences.
It is interesting that, in this study, the therapist’s guidance did not include clinical content, which is linked to the important issue of who is providing the support and what kind of guidance is required. Although few studies have been carried out on acceptability variables, the literature suggests that the qualifications of the people providing the guidance (technicians vs clinicians) might not be very important. Generally, authors suggest that, depending on the degree of structure of the Internet intervention model adopted, guidance can be mainly practical and supportive – based on reinforcement, rather than explicitly therapeutic content. Thus, guidance could be provided through automated reinforcement and persuasive technologies. This idea agrees with authors who indicate that unguided Internet-based interventions can work similarly with automated guidance and no human support. Therefore, we suggest that including automated guidance and making patients aware of it could help to reduce these differences in preferences for Internet interventions delivered with or without therapist guidance.

In contrast, participants in both groups reported high “expectations” and “satisfaction” scores, including low aversiveness levels toward the Internet-based exposure both before and after the treatment. These results coincide with previous studies showing that computer-assisted treatments are well accepted, in terms of expectations and satisfaction to treat phobias. In addition, they are consistent with studies conducted with Internet-based interventions for specific phobias and other anxiety disorders, where participants also reported positive expectations and high satisfaction. It is true that patient satisfaction has generally been found to be higher in therapist-supported, Internet-based interventions. However, coinciding with our results, other studies have found that providing therapist support does not affect satisfaction. In addition, the data on aversiveness are especially relevant.

As pointed out earlier, participants in both intervention groups reported low aversiveness levels toward the Internet-based exposure intervention in the evaluation of both expectations and satisfaction. Moreover, no differences were found in treatment preferences related to aversiveness, and the number of participants who preferred the supported intervention diminished after treatment. This is important because reducing aversion is a major challenge in exposure treatment for phobias. These results suggest that NO-FEAR Airlines – self-applied with and without therapist guidance – could help improve the exposure technique’s acceptance due to its reduced exposure aversiveness. According to Botella et al., Internet-delivered treatments may be particularly valuable to patients who are reluctant to start an in vivo exposure intervention because they provide a less frightening way to confront their fears. Moreover, it is interesting to note that scores on satisfaction scale (assessed at posttreatment) were lower than expectations (assessed at pretreatment) on several items, revealing significant reductions for the items that referred to satisfaction with the intervention and usefulness for treating their problem. No significant interaction effect was found, indicating that reductions were similar in both groups. In spite of such significant decrements on satisfaction items, it is worth considering that mean scores were still high, revealing good participant opinion, and the differences found could be caused by the initial high expectations. Additional explanations are twofold: First, participants were volunteers that could be especially interested in receiving an Internet-based treatment, thus inflating expectation scores. Second, participants could have experienced some anxiety levels during the treatment and exposure scenarios that may affect the decrement in satisfaction scores. Thus, anxiety experienced during the treatment may have had an influence on satisfaction reported after treatment. Further research is required to confirm these hypotheses.

With regard to the results obtained from the “opinion interview”, all the program components (ie, psychoeducation, exposure, and overlearning) were accepted and found to be useful by the participants, agreeing with studies using computer-assisted treatment for phobia. Focusing particularly on the features of exposure scenarios, sounds were rated as more useful than fixed pictures. These data are consistent with previous findings that highlight the critical role of sound in evoking anxiety in patients with FP. In addition, some participants suggested the inclusion of navigable images, such as 360° pictures, or short videos with movement images in order to improve the scenarios and evoke a greater sense of presence. This issue addresses an interesting question related to improving exposure by creating more realistic exposure scenarios. However, according to Tortella-Feliu et al., literature has shown that treatment effects are not enhanced by enriching computer-generated exposure environments or creating more sophisticated immersive conditions. Moreover, some authors have suggested that, particularly referring to the flight situation, facing the feared situation in a more realistic way may evoke higher aversiveness levels, which could hinder the treatment’s acceptability. However, more research is needed on this topic.

Finally, “usability” results would place NO-FEAR Airlines between the third and fourth quartile, achieving the “excellent” rating on the Usability Adjective Rating Scale in both the intervention conditions and showing that receiving therapist
guidance did not affect the system’s usability. Based on the technology acceptance model, authors have suggested that one of the factors that can be related to the intention to use a product in the future is ease of use.86-90 Therefore, efforts to research and ensure the usability of Internet-based treatments might lead more people to accept the Internet to treat their psychological problems, continue to use it in the future, and recommend it to friends and family. Thus, an important challenge in psychological treatments is improved – that is, their dissemination.90

In summary, our results showed that NO-FEAR Airlines was well accepted among participants, with no differences when considering therapist guidance, in terms of attrition rates, expectations, satisfaction, opinions, and usability. However, participants preferred the self-applied condition with therapist guidance. Therefore, our results partially agree with studies that highlighted the role of therapist guidance to enhance treatment acceptability.6 According to our findings, we suggest these inconsistencies could point out that the role of therapist guidance has different implications, depending on the disorder involved. Thus, in specific phobias – specifically in FP – therapist guidance might not seem to be relevant in improving treatment acceptability, particularly with regard to attrition rates, expectations, satisfaction, opinion, and usability. A further explanation could be related to the fact that all participants were contacted by a therapist at both the pre- and posttreatment stages to explain the research criteria and design as well as to conduct the subsequent assessments. Studies have found that providing initial human contact enhances the treatment.91 Nevertheless, based on our data, therapist guidance affects treatment preferences. More research is needed to formally assess the acceptability of Internet-based treatments, depending on the support provided.

In conclusion, together, our results highlight good acceptability of NO-FEAR Airlines by patients for the treatment of FP, when completely self-applied and self-applied with therapist guidance. However, the present study presents some limitations that should be mentioned. First, assessments were conducted online and via phone calls. Some authors suggest that psychometric properties may change when the assessment is conducted via the web,92 although several studies have shown the usefulness of Internet- and telephonically administered assessments and their concordance with traditional face-to-face assessment.93-96 Second, another limitation to consider is that participants voluntarily requested online access to the study. Thus, people who wanted to participate might be especially interested in receiving a treatment delivered via the Internet and more likely to accept the program by expressing a favorable opinion. Future research might examine these issues in other contexts (ie, primary care). Another interesting issue that has not been considered in this study refers to the possible influence of the technical support provided, which was available for both experimental conditions. The number of participants receiving technical support by phone was not recorded in our trial; thus, the differences in patterns of use could not be analyzed. Finally, usability assessment was based on one questionnaire rather than on qualitative feedback that might indicate overall program impressions. This could interfere with the interpretation of the usability testing and its subsequent use for program improvement or refinement.41 In the future, qualitative analyses should be included to report detailed and complementary data on program usability and participant opinions.

In sum, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze patient acceptance of an Internet-based program that includes exposure scenarios composed of images and real sounds for the treatment of FP, while comparing two delivery methods – completely self-applied and self-applied with therapist guidance. NO-FEAR Airlines is presented as a well-accepted FP treatment self-applied via the Internet. This program helps to enhance the application of the exposure technique, improving patient acceptance and access to FP treatment. Further research – as, for example, to investigate whether there are sociodemographic variables that may influence the acceptance of these Internet-based programs – is needed. Finally, future research is required to develop increasingly sophisticated Internet-based programs that include different technologies (ie, persuasive technologies and more sophisticated and relevant exposure scenarios) in order to improve acceptance and access to evidence-based psychological interventions.
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